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5:20 am Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 
no subtitles.   

 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:15 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:00 am Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:30 am Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Tomorrow's Doctors - This series reveals the dramatic journeys of young medical 

students on their way to becoming top physicians. It follows their progress in different 
stages of their education, from working on plastic dummies to dealing with actual patients 
later in their training. It also captures the highs as well as the inevitable lows that they will 
experience during their studies. (From Belgium, in Flemish) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) 
PG   

 
12:30 pm Rhod Gilbert's Work Experience - Hairdresser - Stand-up comic Rhod Gilbert tries out 

some proper jobs. This time he goes straight from the stage to the hair and beauty salon. 
Is Rhod 'salon ready' to be let loose on real customers? Rhod tries out an all-over spray 
tan and perfects the Rhod Gilbert bob - with hair-raising results. (Part 3 of 4) (From the 
UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC   
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1:05 pm The Wild Chef - Trapping - This unique culinary series features chef Martin Picard and 
his sous-chef friend Hugue Dufour as they take a journey across Quebec to discover 
typical dishes from a whole new perspective. In the first episode, Martin and Hugue find 
out about the life of the fur traders in the early days of Quebec. As part of their adventure, 
they sleep in a tent and cook outside in a snowstorm. (From Canada, in English) (Food 
Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
1:30 pm The Grape Escape - Rhone Nord VI - Entertaining French sommelier Olivier Magny 

uncorks the mysteries of wine. Touring beautiful vineyards from Burgundy to Bordeaux, 
Olivier reveals the varieties and origins of some of the most popular wines and explains 
what makes a top tipple. There will also be tips on wine tasting along with visits to 
celebrity wine cellars. (From France, in English and French) (Food Series) (Rpt) G   

 
2:00 pm Foodie Planet - Destination Bali - Globetrotting French gourmet Julie Andrieu takes a 

culinary tour of some of the world's most interesting and scenic places. Luxuriant 
vegetation, tiered paddy fields, heavenly beaches and a population known for their 
incredible kindness - that's Bali, the 'Island of the Gods'. In this episode, Julie goes 
dragonfly hunting in the paddy fields, discovers the recipe for the island‟s emblematic 
roast pig dish, attends a ritual offering ceremony in a temple, and witnesses the local 
fishermen at work – using kites! (From France, in French and English) (Food Series) 
(Rpt) PG 

 
3:00 pm Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit 

their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople 
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool 
prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) G   

 
4:00 pm SBS PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest 

news and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. 
(An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
6:00 pm Parks And Recreation - The Camel - After one of the murals in City Hall is defaced, 

Leslie and the Parks Department compete to come up with a new design. Meanwhile, 
Andy and Ron share an uncomfortable moment at the shoeshine stand. (From the US) 
(Comedy series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:25 pm India's Dancing Superstar - India‟s Dance Superstar is the ultimate dance battle 

between the nation‟s best dancers, as they perform to win the hearts of the country, with 
their superlative talent. The show‟s philosophy is simple – Dance is an expression of 
emotion and so everybody who has a passion for dance is welcome to perform on the 
show. Showcasing the best solo dancers and groups India‟s Dance Superstar covers all 
styles from Bollywood to hip-hop, and contemporary to Latin. Judges include Ashley 
Lobo, who trained at Sydney Dance Company, Choreographer Geeta Kapur, and actor 
Riteish Deshmukh. (From India, in Hindu) (Entertainment) G **New Series Premiere**   

 
7:30 pm Tour De France 2014 Extended Highlights - Highlights from the latest action at the 

101st edition of the 2014 Tour de France. (Cycling) CC   
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8:30 pm South Park - Informative Murder Porn - The children of South Park find out their 

parents are watching disturbingly violent television shows about sex, murder, and 
betrayal, otherwise nicknamed „murder porn‟. Once a husband is arrested for killing his 
wife they make take matters into their own hands by using parental blocks on their TV 
sets. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M CC     

 
9:00 pm The Soup Investigates - Joel and his team of not-so-professional investigators uncover 

the truth about pop culture curiosities. This week's topics include 'One Direction Fans', 
'Real Housewives of Kenosha' and 'Rachael Ray vs. Paula Deen'. (From the US) 
(Comedy) PG **New Episode**    

 
9:30 pm Garth Marenghi's Darkplace - Once Upon a Beginning – A 1970s dabble into the 

world of horror, set in Darkplace Hospital, where the haunted Dr Rick Dagless (Marenghi) 
faces a nightmarish evil which stalks the hospital and threatens to destroy the world. 
Aided by colleagues Dr Sanchez and Dr Asher (who vanished during the production and 
remains missing, presumed dead), who turns out to be psychic, and sometimes hindered 
by the no-nonsense boss Thornton Reid (played by Garth's publisher Dean Learner), 
Marenghi juggles the punishing hours of medical work with his clandestine battle against 
the dark forces. (From the UK, in English) (Comedy Series) (Part 1) (Rpt) M CC **Garth 
Marenghi's Darkplace Marathon**   

 
10:00 pm Garth Marenghi's Darkplace - Hell Hath Fury - The hospital chef is savagely attacked 

by a ladle and all eyes point to an unknown attacker at loose in the wards. But why are 
objects flying about of their own accord, attacking innocent civilians and disrupting 
hospital procedure? Dr. Rick Dagless M.D., played by Garth Marenghi himself, bravely 
investigates. (From the UK, in English) (Entertainment) (Part Two) (Rpt) M (V, A) CC 
**Garth Marenghi's Darkplace Marathon**   

 
10:30 pm Garth Marenghi's Darkplace - Skipper The Eye Child - The past is stirring in the halls 

of Darkplace, and for Dr. Rick Dagless M.D., that means Trouble. Something long dead 
has been reborn on 'B' Wing. Is it a macabre sign, a terrible warning, or a sacred gift from 
the gods? What's certain is that it is a giant eye. A journey of discovery lies ahead for 
both of them. Garth Marenghi introduces this lyrical episode of his hospital horror drama. 
(From the UK, in English) (Comedy Series) (Part Three) (Rpt) M (V, A) CC **Garth 
Marenghi's Darkplace Marathon**   

 
11:00 pm Garth Marenghi's Darkplace - The Apes Of Wrath – Chilling monkey business is 

stirring within the corridors of Darkplace Hospital.  A terrible sickness is spreading from 
ward to ward as humans regress to a primal state. Dr. Rick Dagless M.D. must find out 
what's releasing the beast within us, and fast, before it's too late. (From the UK, in 
English) (Comedy Series) (Part 4) (Rpt) M (V, A) CC   
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11:30 pm Garth Marenghi's Darkplace - Scotch Mist - A strange killer mist surrounds Darkplace, 

while phantom bagpipes play on, regardless. Dr. Rick Dagless M.D. must face more than 
the music as he unravels the secret behind its sudden appearance. The answer, when it 
comes, lies a little too close to home, even though Romford would seem a safe enough 
distance from Glenrothes. (From the UK, in English) (Comedy Series) (Part 5) (Rpt) M 
(V,A) CC **Garth Marenghi's Darkplace Marathon**   

 
12:00 am Garth Marenghi's Darkplace - The Creeping Moss From The Shores Of Shuggoth - 

Dr. Sanchez falls in love with a patient infected with cosmic broccoli, but when it 
threatens to spread Dr. Rick Dagless M.D. is forced to intervene. Can Dagless save his 
buddy and the world? (From the UK, in English) M (S) (Final) CC **Garth Marenghi's 
Darkplace Marathon**   

 
12:30 am Russell Howard's Good News - Popular comedian Russell Howard offers up his unique 

perspective on the news stories that have dominated the media over the past seven 
days. In search of the weird, the wonderful and the just plain odd, Russell and his crack 
team plough through over 60 news channels from across the world, read over 140 
newspapers and watch over 1,000 clips all for your viewing pleasure. (From the UK) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M (S,L)   

 
1:05 am Movie: Carnage - An intriguing tale of everyday chance and coincidence. After a bull is 

killed in a bull-ring in southern Spain, having gored a matador, its body parts make their 
way to various recipients across France and Spain whose lives become inextricably 
linked. Directed by Delphine Gleize and stars Chiara Mastroianni, Angela Molina and 
Clovis Cornillac. (From France, in French and Spanish) (Drama) (2002) (Rpt) M (A,L)   

 
3:25 am CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    
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8:30 pm Tour De France 2014 Live - Stage 15: Tallard to Nîmes - One of the most highly 

anticipated sporting events of the year, the Tour de France, will see the world's top 
cyclists race across 21 stages, covering a total distance of 3,664 kilometres. The race will 
commence in Leeds, Yorkshire where the battle for the yellow jersey begins, and finish 
on the iconic Champs-Élysées in Paris. SBS‟s coverage of the 101st edition of the Tour 
de France will be hosted by award-winning cycling journalist Michael Tomalaris. He will 
be joined by SBS Cycling Analyst David McKenzie, and other special guests including 
former professional cyclist Baden Cooke on the ground as they follow the iconic race 
through France. Calling the race will be Phil Liggett, Paul Sherwen and Matt Kennan. 
(Live) (Cycling) CC **Live and Exclusive** (At 10.00pm, LIVE WA coverage switches 
to SBS ONE) 

 
10:00 pm Garth Marenghi's Darkplace - Once Upon a Beginning – A 1970s dabble into the 

world of horror, set in Darkplace Hospital, where the haunted Dr Rick Dagless (Marenghi) 
faces a nightmarish evil which stalks the hospital and threatens to destroy the world. 
Aided by colleagues Dr Sanchez and Dr Asher (who vanished during the production and 
remains missing, presumed dead), who turns out to be psychic, and sometimes hindered 
by the no-nonsense boss Thornton Reid (played by Garth's publisher Dean Learner), 
Marenghi juggles the punishing hours of medical work with his clandestine battle against 
the dark forces. (From the UK, in English) (Comedy Series) (Part 1) (Rpt) M CC **Garth 
Marenghi's Darkplace Marathon**   

 
10:30 pm Garth Marenghi's Darkplace - Hell Hath Fury - The hospital chef is savagely attacked 

by a ladle and all eyes point to an unknown attacker at loose in the wards. But why are 
objects flying about of their own accord, attacking innocent civilians and disrupting 
hospital procedure? Dr. Rick Dagless M.D., played by Garth Marenghi himself, bravely 
investigates. (From the UK, in English) (Entertainment) (Part Two) (Rpt) M (V,A) CC 
**Garth Marenghi's Darkplace Marathon**   

 
11:00 pm Garth Marenghi's Darkplace - Skipper The Eye Child - The past is stirring in the halls 

of Darkplace, and for Dr. Rick Dagless M.D., that means Trouble. Something long dead 
has been reborn on 'B' Wing. Is it a macabre sign, a terrible warning, or a sacred gift from 
the gods? What's certain is that it is a giant eye. A journey of discovery lies ahead for 
both of them. Garth Marenghi introduces this lyrical episode of his hospital horror drama. 
(From the UK, in English) (Comedy Series) (Part Three) (Rpt) M (V,A) CC **Garth 
Marenghi's Darkplace Marathon**   

 
11:30 pm Garth Marenghi's Darkplace - The Apes Of Wrath - Monkey business most chilling is 

stirring within the corridors of Darkplace Hospital.  A terrible sickness is spreading from 
ward to ward as humans regress to a primal state. Dr. Rick Dagless M.D. must find out 
what's releasing the beast within us, and fast, before it's too late. (From the UK, in 
English) (Comedy Series) (Part 4) (Rpt) M (V,A) CC   
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12:00 am Garth Marenghi's Darkplace - Scotch Mist - A strange killer mist surrounds Darkplace, 

while phantom bagpipes play on, regardless. Dr. Rick Dagless M.D. must face more than 
the music as he unravels the secret behind its sudden appearance. The answer, when it 
comes, lies a little too close to home, even though Romford would seem a safe enough 
distance from Glenrothes. (From the UK, in English) (Comedy Series) (Part 5) (Rpt) M 
(V,A) CC **Garth Marenghi's Darkplace Marathon**   

 
12:30 am Garth Marenghi's Darkplace - The Creeping Moss From The Shores Of Shuggoth - 

Dr. Sanchez falls in love with a patient infected with cosmic broccoli, but when it 
threatens to spread Dr. Rick Dagless M.D. is forced to intervene. Can Dagless save his 
buddy and the world? (From the UK, in English) M (S) (Final) CC **Garth Marenghi's 
Darkplace Marathon**   

 
1:00 am Russell Howard's Good News - Popular comedian Russell Howard offers up his unique 

perspective on the news stories that have dominated the media over the past seven 
days. In search of the weird, the wonderful and the just plain odd, Russell and his crack 
team plough through over 60 news channels from across the world, read over 140 
newspapers and watch over 1,000 clips all for your viewing pleasure. (From the UK) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M (S,L)   

 
1:35 am Movie: Carnage - An intriguing tale of everyday chance and coincidence. After a bull is 

killed in a bull-ring in southern Spain, having gored a matador, its body parts make their 
way to various recipients across France and Spain whose lives become inextricably 
linked. Directed by Delphine Gleize and stars Chiara Mastroianni, Angela Molina and 
Clovis Cornillac. (From France, in French and Spanish) (Drama) (2002) (Rpt) M (A,L)   

 
3:55 am CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
12:55 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   
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4:30 pm Iron Chef - Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen Stadium to do culinary battle 

with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." Both the challenger and the Iron Chef have 
one hour to prepare a meal in which each course must prominently include the featured 
ingredient for that day's show. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Food/Entertainment) (Rpt) G 
CC  

 
5:20 pm Monster Moves - Two teams of building movers attempt two remarkable rescue missions 

- hauling a 31 metre tall lighthouse off a crumbling cliff edge on Nantucket Island in 
Massachusetts, and moving a Swedish town before it collapses into a mineshaft - and 
before the arctic winter weather sets in. (From the UK) (Documentary series) G CC WS   

 
6:15 pm 30 Rock - Seinfeld Vision - An angry Jerry Seinfeld goes to 30 Rock to confront Jack 

after he learns that Jack plans to digitally insert him into every current NBC program. 
Meanwhile, Liz buys a wedding dress, even though her marriage prospects are slim. 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:40 pm American Ninja Warrior - American Ninja Warrior is the ultimate obstacle course. Watch 

each week to see who earns a chance to win $500000 cash. (From the US) 
(Entertainment) PG   

 
7:30 pm The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Tour De France 2014 Daily Highlights - Up to the minute highlights from the 101st 

edition of the Tour de France, which will see cyclists race across 21 stages from Leeds, 
Yorkshire to Paris. (An SBS Production) (Cycling) CC   

 
8:30 pm Movie: Vicky Cristina Barcelona - Two girlfriends on a summer holiday in Spain 

become enamoured with the same painter, unaware that his ex-wife, with whom he has a 
tempestuous relationship, is about to re-enter the picture. Winner of the 2009 Oscar for 
Best Performance by an Actress in a Supporting Role (Penélope Cruz). Directed by 
Woody Allen and also stars Scarlett Johansson, Javier Bardem and Rebecca Hall. (From 
the US, in English and Spanish) (Comedy) (2008) (Rpt) M (A) CC   

 
10:15 pm South Park - The Succubus - The boys try to save Chef from a woman who is stealing 

him away from them. Meanwhile, Cartman gets glasses. (From the US) (Animated 
Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(V,A) CC 

 
10:45 pm Pizza World Record - Pauly, Habib and Kev the Kiwi circumnavigate the globe to break 

the Guinness World Record for the furthest pizza delivery. Over six episodes we see 
them travel to Bangkok, Rio, Paris, Amsterdam and many other places before delivering 
the pizza right back where they started - Australia! Stars Paul Fenech, Tahir Bilgic and 
Kevin Taumata. (Commissioned by SBS) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) MA (D,A,S) CC   
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11:15 pm The Sarah Silverman Program - Pee - Sarah begins wetting the bed when she sleeps, 

causing her to eventually give up sleep altogether. Meanwhile, Steve becomes upset with 
Brian's overgrown facial hair, and Jay has reservations about leaving his pet turtle with 
Sarah while he and Laura go on vacation. (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG **New 
Episode** 

 
11:45 pm The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:15 am Frisky Dingo - The Debate (Part 1) - Killface plans for the upcoming debate with Dottie, 

while Wendell looks into alternative campaign funds. Awesome X finds himself a prisoner 
along with Ronnie on board Xcalibur. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) 
MAV (S,V)   

 
12:30 am Ugly Americans - Lilly and the Beast - Follows social worker Mark Lilly as he helps 

new citizens, both human and supernatural, adapt to life in New York City. In this 
episode, Callie reveals to Mark that she's been sleeping with other guys. So when Mark's 
college girlfriend shows up, he decides to put his newly „open relationship‟ with Callie to 
the test. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S,L)   

 
12:55 am Movie: Eye In The Sky - Produced by Asian screen legend Johnny To, this Hong Kong 

crime thriller takes the form of a tight cat-and-mouse game between a police surveillance 
team and a villainous crime operative. Directed by Yau Nai Hoi and stars Simon Yam, 
Tony Leung and Kate Tsui. (From Hong Kong, in Cantonese) (Crime) (2007) (Rpt) M 
(L,V)   

 
2:35 am RT News In English From Moscow - RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and 

current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
12:55 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
4:30 pm Iron Chef - Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen Stadium to do culinary battle 

with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." Both the challenger and the Iron Chef have 
one hour to prepare a meal in which each course must prominently include the featured 
ingredient. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Food/Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC 
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5:20 pm Monster Moves - Two teams of building movers attempt to move two colossal and fragile 
wooden buildings. In Manitoba, Canada's leading heavy hauler Harold Minty attempts to 
relocate a titanic tavern 50km over a mountain encrusted in snow and ice. Meanwhile, in 
Staunton, Virginia we follow Jimmy Matyiko's attempt to haul an entire farm complex of 
buildings across the countryside. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC WS   

 
6:15 pm 30 Rock - Jack Gets In The Game - Jack's rival, Devon, comes up with a new plan to 

get in tight with Don Geiss. Kenneth has a plan to get Tracy jealous about his wife, and 
Jenna finds a way to use her weight gain to her advantage. (From the US) (Comedy 
Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:40 pm American Ninja Warrior - American Ninja Warrior is the ultimate obstacle course. Watch 

each week to see who earns a chance to win $500000 cash. (From the US) 
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:30 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Tour De France 2014 Daily Highlights - Up to the minute highlights from the 101st 

edition of the Tour de France, which will see cyclists race across 21 stages from Leeds, 
Yorkshire to Paris. (An SBS Production) (Cycling) CC   

 
8:30 pm From Dusk Till Dawn - Let’s Get Ramlin’ - The Gecko brothers attempt to leave the 

hotel and take the Fuller family hostage, but Freddie arrives and complicates the 
situation. It's a battle of the wills between the Gecko Brothers and the Fuller family as 
they attempt to cross the border into Mexico. And things really heat up when Ranger 
Gonzalez and Carlos arrive at the same border crossing. (From the US) (Drama Series) 
MA(A,V) **New Episode**   

 
9:25 pm Real Humans - Bea continues searching for the code that makes machines human. In 

her search for the scientist David Eischer‟s clone, she seeks out David‟s mother. Tobias 
struggles with his transhuman sexuality, as his heart still longs for Mimi. The Engman 
family receives a package containing their Granddad‟s clone. Meanwhile, at Hub Battle 
Land, Silas works to get the business off the ground and Roger arrives for a job interview. 
(From Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) M(A,V) CC **New Episode**       

 
10:30 pm South Park - Tweek Vs Craig - While the boys are in shop class, they decide to get 

Tweek and Craig to fight each other. Meanwhile, Kenny avoids the whole mess by taking 
Home Economics instead. The boys schedule the fight for after school, so that it isn't 
disrupted by the shop teacher, Mr. Adler, who is still mourning the tragic death of his 
former fiancée. Tweek and Craig, it turns out, do not know how to fight. The boys take 
Tweek and Craig under their wing to train them for the big fight. (From the US) (Animated 
Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(V,A) CC  
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11:00 pm Threesome - Pregnant - Threesome is a seven-part comedy series about three 

inseparable friends on the verge of 30. Alice lives with her boyfriend Mitch and their gay 
best friend Richie. After one particularly big night out, they end up having an unplanned 
threesome which results in an even more unplanned pregnancy. They decide it‟s time to 
ditch the party lifestyle and have the baby…as a threesome. Stars Amy Huberman, Emun 
Elliott and Stephen Wright. (From the UK) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,L,S,D)   

 
11:30 pm Skins - Rich - Professor David Blood has banned Rich from visiting Grace in hospital 

and Rich is suffering. But he is committed to his love and he stands outside the hospital 
waiting for Grace's call. Eventually the call comes and Rich finds a way past security and 
breaks into Grace's room. The lovers are reunited, but they have a problem as Blood is 
moving Grace to another hospital in Zurich. Stars Alex Arnold and Jessica Sula. (From 
the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA (S,L) CC   

 
12:25 am The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:55 am Tim And Eric's Awesome Show, Great Job! - A fast paced, absurd collection of short 

films, parodies, animations, pranks and musical numbers, featuring the talents of a host 
of comedians, celebrities, bad actors and pets. Created by and stars Tim Heidecker and 
Eric Wareheim. (From the US) Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S,L)   

 
1:10 am Ugly Americans - Mummy Dearest - With Mark working all the time, Randall feels 

neglected, so he decides that they should spend more time together to decide if they 
should stay roommates. Meanwhile, Grimes's mummy returns from the dead, only to find 
fault with everything Grimes is doing. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M 
(A,S,L)   

 
1:45 am Movie: Women Without Men - This powerful film is set against the tumultuous backdrop 

of Iran‟s 1953 American-backed coup, where a democratically elected government was 
replaced by the dictatorship of the Shah. „Women Without Men‟ follows four women, from 
different families and classes, as their lives come together. Following hardships at home 
they meet at one woman‟s orchard, where they find independence, solace and 
companionship. (From Austria & Germany, in Farsi & English) (Movie) (Drama) (2009) 
M(N,A) CC **Premiere** 

 
3:25 am France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs 

television from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
12:55 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
4:30 pm Iron Chef – Bamboo Shots - Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen Stadium to 

do culinary battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." Both the challenger and the 
Iron Chef have one hour to prepare a meal in which each course must include the 
featured ingredient. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Food/Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC 
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5:20 pm Monster Moves - A historical mansion block in Des Moines, Iowa needs to be moved 
within 30 days in order to escape demolition, and an antique aircraft from the golden age 
of aviation requires a 54 km transport on a Canadian highway. (From the UK) 
(Documentary series) (Rpt) PG CC WS   

 
6:15 pm 30 Rock - The Collection - Jack is in the running for the G.E. chairmanship and hires a 

private eye to dig up any dirty secrets. The P.I. exposes Jack's enormous cookie jar 
collection - he was collector of the year under the pseudonym Victor Nightingale - and 
advises him to get rid of it. Meanwhile, Jenna is more successful than ever now that she's 
overweight, but panics when it turns out her happiness is making her lose weight. (From 
the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
6:40 pm American Ninja Warrior - American Ninja Warrior is the ultimate obstacle course. Watch 

each week to see who earns a chance to win $500000 cash. (From the US) 
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:30 pm The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Tour De France 2014 Daily Highlights - Up to the minute highlights from the 101st 

edition of the Tour de France, which will see cyclists race across 21 stages from Leeds, 
Yorkshire to Paris. (An SBS Production) (Cycling) CC   

 
8:30 pm Movie: Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon - When a politician's daughter steals a 

legendary warrior's precious sword, a sequence of events is triggered to recover the 
sword, which leads to a deadly encounter with the thief's witch-like minder. From 
renowned director Ang Lee, the film received four Academy Awards in 2001, including 
Best Foreign Language Film and Best Cinematography. Stars Chow Yun-Fat, Michelle 
Yeoh, Zhang Ziyi and Chang Chen. (From Hong Kong, in Mandarin) (Action Adventure) 
(2000) (Rpt) M (V,A,S)   

 
10:40 pm South Park - Jakovasaurs - Cartman finds a strange, yet annoying, creature in the 

woods. The boys get Jimbo and Ned to capture it, and they show it to the rest of South 
Park. It is determined that it is a Jakovasaur -- a species long thought to be extinct. The 
creature's mate arrives and Mephesto helps them reproduce, creating a multitude of little, 
annoying, loud creatures. Everybody in South Park, except Cartman, despises the 
creatures and go to various lengths to get rid of them. (From the US) (Animated Comedy 
Series) (Rpt) M(D,A) CC   

 
11:10 pm  Movie: Ong-Bak - When the head of his village's sacred statue is stolen, a young martial 

artist goes to the big city and takes on the underworld to retrieve it. Winner of the Action 
Asia Award at the 2004 Deauville Asian Film Festival. Directed by Prachya Pinkaew and 
stars martial arts superstar Tony Jaa, Petchtai Wongkamlao and Pumwaree Yodkamol. 
(From Thailand, in Thai) (Martial Arts) (2003) (Rpt) MAV (V,D)   
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1:05 am The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 
latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
1:35 am Robot Chicken - That Hurts Me - The multiple Emmy Award-winning series from Seth 

Green which is a sequence of stop-motion animated sketches parodying everything pop 
culture. Dean Devlin and Roland Emmerich re-make Godzilla... again. A crime-fighting 
monkey saves monkeys from a monkey supervillain. An average fellow named Doug 
wakes up in the world of the Huggytime Bears. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) 
(Rpt) M(S,V)   

 
1:45 am Ugly Americans - Journey to the Centre of Twayne - An ant-sized arsonist named 

Jerry flees Mark's custody, escaping up Twayne's nostril. A miniaturised Leonard, Grimes 
and Mark must track Jerry through Twayne's body to bring him to justice. (From the US) 
(Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S,L)   

 
2:15 am Movie: Dossier K. - Veteran director Jan Verheyen delves into the inner workings of the 

Albanian mafia in this tense, fast-paced crime thriller. Set in a grim and violent vision of 
Antwerp, a brutal gangland murder sparks a police investigation led by a pragmatic 
detective and a maverick lawman who are at odds about how to bring the killer to justice. 
Based on a novel by Jef Geeraerts, this film is the long-awaited sequel to the multiple 
award-winning The Alzheimer Case. (From Belgium, in Flemish & Albanian) (Movie) 
(Drama) (2009) MA(V) **Premiere**  

 
4:25 am DW News In English From Berlin - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
12:55 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Ninja Warrior - Witness as the toughest competitors from around the world attempt to 

prevail over the most diabolical Japanese obstacle course ever created and strive for true 
ninja greatness. (From Japan, in English and Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   
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4:30 pm Iron Chef – Lamb - Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen Stadium to do culinary 
battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." Both the challenger and the Iron Chef 
have one hour to prepare a meal in which each course must prominently include the 
featured ingredient for that day's show. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Food/Entertainment) 
(Rpt) G CC 

 
5:20 pm Monster Moves - A team of British engineers face an epic 11,000 km journey by road, 

rail and sea to transport a vintage 100 ton steam locomotive from Bloemfontein in the 
heart of South Africa to Glasgow, Scotland. Their plan to drive the locomotive 600 miles 
across the African Plains on a truck backfires when transport police rule the vehicle 
incapable of handling the load. Can they find an alternative way of transporting the fragile 
locomotive? (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC WS   

 
6:15 pm 30 Rock - Rosemary’s Baby - Liz befriends a female comedy writer from the 1960s who 

was one of her idols, until she realizes how pathetic the woman's life is now. Meanwhile, 
Jack has to find a way to talk Tracy out of taking up dog fighting. (From the US) (Comedy 
Series) (Rpt) PG  

 
6:40 pm American Ninja Warrior - American Ninja Warrior is the ultimate obstacle course. Watch 

each week to see who earns a chance to win $500000 cash. (From the US) 
(Entertainment) (Rpt) PG   

 
7:30 pm The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Tour De France 2014 Daily Highlights - Up to the minute highlights from the 101st 

edition of the Tour de France, which will see cyclists race across 21 stages from Leeds, 
Yorkshire to Paris. (An SBS Production) (Cycling) CC   

 
8:30 pm South Park - A History Channel Thanksgiving - After watching a Thanksgiving special 

on The History Channel, the boys learn that aliens were involved in the original harvest 
feast in 1621. But, questions remain...was the first Thanksgiving haunted? Is alien 
technology responsible for stuffing? The truth could change Thanksgiving for everyone. 
(From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (S,L) CC   

 
9:00 pm Drunk History - Washington D.C - Woodward and Bernstein blow open the Watergate 

scandal, actors/brothers Edwin and John Wilkes Booth engage in a tragic feud, and Elvis 
crashes the White House to meet Nixon. Episode two stars Jack Black, Dave Grohl, and 
Bob Odenkirk. (From the US) (Comedy Series) M(L) **New Episode**   
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9:30 pm SLICE Doco - We Are Legion: The Story Of The Hacktivists - We Are Legion takes us 
inside the world of Anonymous, the radical “hacktivist” collective that has redefined civil 
disobedience for the digital age. The documentary explores the historical roots of early 
hacktivist groups like Cult of the Dead Cow and Electronic Disturbance Theater and 
traces how they evolved and coalesced into Anonymous, a full-blown movement with 
global reach and extraordinary power. Around the world, governments and corporations 
are taking notice as this loosely organised underground group brings down websites and 
interrupts commerce. The documentary explores whether this could be the beginning of a 
new and powerful voice for democratic ideals or just another rogue player craving 
attention and causing reckless havoc. (From the US) (Documentary) M(S,N,A,L) 
**Premiere**    

 
11:20 pm South Park - Mr.Sexual Harassment Panda - Mr Garrison invites the Sexual 

Harassment Panda to his class to tell them about the laws concerning sexual harassment 
in school. During the presentation, Stan calls Cartman a dirty name with sexual 
connotations, prompting Cartman to sue him. This turns the town into a hotbed of 
lawsuits, all being handled by Mr. Broflovski. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) 
(Rpt) M(S,L) CC  

 
11:45 pm Real Humans - Bea continues searching for the code that makes machines human. In 

her search for the scientist David Eischer‟s clone, she seeks out David‟s mother. Tobias 
struggles with his transhuman sexuality, as his heart still longs for Mimi. The Engman 
family receives a package containing their Granddad‟s clone. Meanwhile, at Hub Battle 
Land, Silas works to get the business off the ground and Roger arrives for a job interview. 
(From Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) M(A,V) CC **Encore**       

 
12:55 am The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
1:25 am Aqua Teen Hunger Force - The misadventures of a milkshake, an order of fries, a 

meatball, and their retired next door neighbour in the suburbs of New Jersey. (From the 
US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(S,V)   

 
1:40 am Ugly Americans - Any Given Workday - With the big company intramural football game 

just around the corner, everyone starts getting nervous about the line-up - Mark is a great 
team player, but a terrible actual player. When Randall demonstrates the power of his 
recently replaced arm, he is given a job at the Department of Integration as the team's 
ringer. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A)   
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2:10 am Movie: A Distant Neighbourhood - By chance, fifty-year-old Thomas finds himself back 
in the little town of his childhood. While visiting his mother‟s grave he faints, after being 
overwhelmed by the memories of her and the father that abandoned him. Coming to, he 
sees that his mother‟s name is no longer inscribed on the tombstone. He soon realises he 
has awoken in the past, in the body of his 14 year-old self. With all the foresight of his fifty 
years, Thomas revisits high school, meets with the girl with whom he was secretly in love, 
and tries to find the real reasons for his father‟s departure. But can he relive his past 
without changing it? This German film is based on the popular Japanese manga 
Harukana Machi e. (From Belgium, in French) (Movie) (Drama) (2010) PG(S,A) 
**Premiere**     

 
3:55 am NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics, 

business, culture, entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
12:55 pm Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.   
 
4:05 pm Urban Freestyler – Andrew Henderson - Against the backdrop of London's gritty, urban 

landscape watch some of the world's top football freestylers perform amazing tricks. 
(From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G   

 
4:15 pm Iron Chef – Truffles - Chefs from all over the world come to Kitchen Stadium to do 

culinary battle with one of Chairman Kaga's "Iron Chefs." Both the challenger and the Iron 
Chef have one hour to prepare a meal in which each course must include the featured 
ingredient. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Food/Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC   
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5:05 pm Monster Moves - Dream Move - Imagine the challenge of trying to move an entire house 
- fixtures, fixings, brick walls, chimney, windows and roof - intact through a major city, 
over a mountain range or across a frozen lake. While this may sound impossible to some 
- it's just another day on the job for the teams of building movers in Monster Moves. 
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC WS   

 
6:05 pm 30 Rock - Greenzo - Jack hires an actor to play the superhero "Greenzo," who is to 

promote environmental consciousness (and G.E. products). But what happens when 
Greenzo becomes drunk with power? (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG    

 
6:30 pm Mythbusters - Ultimate Mythbuster - Through a series of six tests Jamie and Adam 

compete to find out who is the ultimate mythbuster. The first myth that is visited is who 
can hurl a tortilla the farthest, and keep the tortilla in one piece. Next up Jamie and 
Adam's fear threshold is tested as both must handle Tanzanian giant millipedes, African 
emperor scorpions, tarantulas, and handfuls of corn snakes. The third test surrounds both 
of them having to see and feel the weight of three objects, and guess the objects weight. 
The fourth test is all about lateral thinking. Armed with paper, oranges, string, tape and 
rubber gloves, they must drop an egg from 26 feet without it breaking. (From the US, in 
English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC WS   

 
7:30 pm Friday Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss 

the latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local 
and international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Tour De France 2014 Daily Highlights - Up to the minute highlights from the 101st 

edition of the Tour de France, which will see cyclists race across 21 stages from Leeds, 
Yorkshire to Paris. (An SBS Production) (Cycling) CC   

 
8:30 pm RuPaul's Drag Race - Clip Show - Catch up on all of the best bits so far from this 

fabulous and glitzy season of RuPaul's Drag Race. (Series 3, ep.14) (From the US) 
(Entertainment) M(S) **Special**  

 
9:20 pm Sex: An Unnatural History - Revolution - The last 50 years have seen a dramatic shift 

in human sexuality. With sex becoming less about procreation and more about 
gratification, this provocative and playful six-part series questions the danger of humans 
becoming 'unnatural' sexual beings. Joining series host Julia Zemiro are philosophers, 
anthropologists, scientists, nudists, historians, linguists, authors, journalists and ordinary 
Australians to contribute their thoughts and expert advice on the world of sex. 
(Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 6) (Rpt) MA (A,N,S) CC   

 
9:50 pm Sex: An Unnatural History - Taboo - This provocative and playful six-part series 

questions the danger of humans becoming „unnatural‟ sexual beings. In this episode, 
desire meets disgust when Julia investigates fetishes, bestiality, adultery, pornography, 
homosexuality and necrophilia. This eye-opening episode explores the need for 
boundaries around sexual practices. (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) 
(Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) MA (A,N,S) CC   
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10:20 pm Lip Service - It‟s a tough day for Frankie as her aunt‟s funeral brings her back into 
contact with her estranged and hostile family, who further arouse her suspicion that a 
secret is being kept from her. Cat falls prey to a teenage purse snatcher, and the 
altercation that follows results in another embarrassing encounter with Sam the 
policewoman. Against the odds, this time they hit it off. As Cat dates a cop, Frankie finds 
herself encountering thrill seeker and petty-criminal Sadie: could she finally have met her 
match? Tess is enjoying her fledging relationship with Lou, and gets a job as a runner on 
Lou‟s TV chat show, but her relationship with closeted Lou could ruin her chances of a 
new career. (From the UK) (Drama Series) MA(S) **New Episode**    

 
11:20 pm Savage U - Dan Savage, sex-advice columnist extraordinaire, is goes on a cross-country 

tour - visiting college campuses and answering students' most personal questions about 
sex, dating, and relationships. Savage U follows Dan as he drives into university towns 
across the U.S. answering any question with humour and brutal honesty. Dan will hit the 
streets of each campus, ready to get a real feel for what makes each school's sex and 
relationship culture unique. From the student centre to night-time hot spots, Dan will talk 
to students about what really goes on between the stacks, who's hooking up and who's 
holding back. And he'll give one-on-one advice and listen to students' unique questions, 
concerns, and curiosities about sex and relationships. From the serious to the silly - no 
topic is taboo, too kinky or too conservative. (From the US) (Documentary) (class tba) 
**New Episode**   

 
11:50 pm Friday Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss 

the latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local 
and international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:20 am Him And Her - The Fancy Dress Party - Paul‟s son, Little Luke, is out of hospital and is 

having a fancy dress party to celebrate his triumph over leukaemia. Steve and Becky 
have been put in charge of bringing the sausage rolls but neither of them want to go. 
Instead, Steve decides to do some telephone banking and Becky attempts to cover a zit. 
When a furious Paul comes over to find out what‟s happened to the sausage rolls, it 
seems like they have no option but to go. Stars Russell Tovey and Sarah Solemani. 
(From the UK) (Comedy Series) (Part 2 of 6) (Rpt) MA (S,L)   

 
12:50 am SBS PopAsia - Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest 

news and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. 
(An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
2:50 am NHK World News In English From Tokyo - News and information on Japan's politics, 

business, culture, entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no 

subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm The Fabric Of The Cosmos - The Illusion of Time - In this series, renowned physicist 

Brian Greene reveals a mind-boggling reality beneath the surface of our everyday world. 
Brian is going to let you in on a secret: We've all been deceived. Our perceptions of time 
and space have led us astray. Much of what we thought we knew about our universe - 
that the past has already happened and the future is yet to be, that space is just an empty 
void, that our universe is the only universe that exists - just might be wrong. (From the 
US) (Documentary Series) (Part 2 of 4) (Rpt) G CC   

 
2:00 pm Brave New World With Stephen Hawking - Technology - A team of experts explore 

how 21st-century technology is shaping our future by changing the way we live, the way 
we communicate and our perception of the universe. Physicist Kathy Sykes explores how 
our mobile phones can give experts access to our every habit and action; designer Max 
Lamb witnesses the dawn of a new era in manufacturing; environmental scientist Tara 
Shine visits an experimental new city in the desert; and Stephen Hawking charts the rise 
of the former internet entrepreneur who is transforming space exploration. (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 5) (Rpt) G CC   
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3:00 pm Urban Freestyler Extreme - Free Running - Encompassing a range of activities, this 
series pushes the boundaries of urban sport. (From the UK) (Short) (Rpt) G   

 
3:05 pm Ultimate Parkour Challenge – Holyridge Castle - Witness the world's fastest-growing 

extreme sport to our TVs with the Ultimate Parkour Challenge. The essence of parkour is 
as simple as a game of chase: athletes move as efficiently as possible from point A to 
point B. However, unlike a regular track and field race, parkour is performed in any and 
every environment. Athletes must roll, climb, leap, flip and fly over walls, cars, stairs, 
railings, and ten-foot rooftop gaps between five-storey buildings. The world‟s best parkour 
athletes will challenge themselves in different southern Californian urban environments. 
(From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG     

 
3:35 pm Departures - Morocco - Justin Lukach has been travelling alone for the past couple of 

months when Scott Wilson and Andre Dupuis decide to come meet him at a festival in 
Spain. They head to Gibraltar, where Justin is attacked by candy-stealing Apes, before 
hopping on a ferry and completely switching continents. Now in Morocco, they head 
inland towards Fès, then further into the snow-covered Atlas Mountains to stay in a 
traditional Moroccan Kasbah. They end their trip with a long climb up Jbel Toubkal - the 
highest mountain in North Africa. Three strong again, they find reason to keep travelling 
together. (From Canada, in English) (Documentary/Travel) (Rpt) PG    

 
4:30 pm Port to Port - Highlights from the Port to Port, a four day cycling race which sees riders 

travel through the beautiful scenery of Port Stephens, Newcastle and the Hunter Valley. 
(Cycling)    

 
5:30 pm Urban Freestyler Extreme - Mountain Biking - Encompassing a range of activities, this 

series pushes the boundaries of urban sport. (From the UK) (Short) G   
 
5:40 pm Brazil's Next Top Model - The girls then meet up with Pazzetto for this week's 

workshop, which is cumulative with Namie's runway lesson. The girls attempt to learn 
how to undress a coat elegantly in the runway. Giovahnna struggles with walking in heels 
and Tatiana is criticised for trying to escape the challenge. Next the girls meet up with an 
actress to learn how to show skin and being sexy without being over the top. The 
challenge is to walk down the runway while undressing, and drop all the clothes on a 
trunk. In the house, drama ensues with Camila and Tatiana accusing Bruna of blaming 
her body issues on her diabetes when in actuality she eats sweets locked away in the 
bathroom. The girls also criticise Giovahnna for her mood swings. In the photoshoot, 
Mirian produces a stellar photo while Fabiana and Bia struggle. (From Brazil, in 
Portuguese) (Reality/Entertainment) (class tba) **New Episode**  

 
6:35 pm The Office - Lecture Circuit - Michael goes on a speaking tour of the other branches to 

explain Scranton's relative success, accompanied by his driver, Pam. Back at the office, 
Dwight and Jim - now the heads of the party planning committee - forget a birthday, with 
severe consequences. Meanwhile, Andy falls for someone he should not. (Part 1 of 2) 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) PG **New Episode**  
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7:00 pm The Office - Lecture Circuit - Michael and Pam continue their tour of the branches with 
Michael taking a lesson from their visit to Utica. Dwight and Jim struggle to fulfill their new 
party planning duties with a grumpy staff. Meanwhile, Angela's new cat causes a stir. 
(Part 2 of 2) (From the US) (Comedy Series) PG **New Episode**    

 
7:30 pm Tour De France 2014 Extended Highlights - Highlights from the latest action at the 

101st edition of the 2014 Tour de France. (Cycling) CC   
 
8:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) G **New Episode**    

 
9:30 pm Fargo - A Muddy Road - Malvo flips the script on the blackmail operation, Molly sets a 

trap, and Gus debates whether he should come clean. Meanwhile, Lester‟s return to work 
has complicated repercussions. (From Canada) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,V) CC   

 
10:25 pm Fargo - Eating The Blame - When Gus tries to right a wrong, Malvo embraces his alter 

ego. Meanwhile, Lester finds himself in a surprising situation, and Molly uncovers a 
promising lead. (From Canada) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A) CC   

 
11:20 pm Benidorm Bastards - They‟re up to their old tricks again! Seven senior citizens (played 

by actors) head out into the streets with only one thought in mind - to pull pranks on 
young people. This is a hidden camera show with a difference; the skits are absurd and 
hilarious - and the unsuspecting victims haven‟t got a clue what hit them. (From Belgium, 
in Dutch) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
11:45 pm Shorts On Screen - The Acrobat: Every 40 seconds a person commits suicide in the 

world, this is the story one of them. (Spain) Caldera: A young girl goes off her medication 
and leaves a bleak metropolis to immerse herself in a vibrant oceanic cove. (USA) Voice 
Over: A voice over leads viewers through three extreme situations, which are actually the 
same. (Spain) (Short Film)      

 
12:30 am Russell Howard's Good News - Popular comedian Russell Howard offers up his unique 

perspective on the news stories that have dominated the media over the past seven 
days. In search of the weird, the wonderful and the just plain odd, Russell and his crack 
team plough through over 60 news channels from across the world, read over 140 
newspapers and watch over 1,000 clips all for your viewing pleasure. (From the UK) 
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M (S,L)   

 
1:05 am Movie: You And Me - A bittersweet tale about the lives of two sisters, each searching for 

true love. Ariane, a hopeless romantic who writes for a magazine, and her cellist sister 
Lena, are both involved in love triangles. Directed by Julie Lopez-Curval and stars Julie 
Depardieu, Marion Cotillard and Jonathan Zaccaï. (From France, in French) (Romantic 
Comedy) (2005) (Rpt) M (S,L)   
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2:45 am CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China 
Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    


